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TEENS CAMP

4-WEEK ACTING FOR FILM
What’s the best way to learn the techniques and skills to
act for film? Acting for film! At our exciting locations around
the globe, NYFA’s 4-Week Acting for Film Camp is a one-ofa-kind, hands-on experience for teens who are passionate
about performing and want to act in film.
This summer camp is structured to support, challenge and
inspire students as they work collaboratively to elevate their
talent and skills. The life-changing opportunity to spend the
summer acting in professional facilities or film studios is why
many choose an acting camp with NYFA.
Classes emphasize the practical application of acting
technique in film, and include a variety of special lectures
in topics like Shakespeare, stage combat, and standup
comedy. Touching on Stanislavski’s System, the Method,
and Meisner technique as starting points, students develop
scenes and monologues for the camera and participate
in exercises aimed at training young actors to work on-

Camp Curriculum:
• Acting for Film

4-WEEK
ACTING FOR FILM CAMP
Locations Available:
New York City
Los Angeles
Florence, Italy
Paris, France

camera. Campers also learn best practices for nailing an
audition, and leave the camp with a copy of their work.

• Monologues
• Acting Technique
• Scene Study
• Film Craft
• Voice and Movement
• Improvisation
• Audition Technique

Tuition: $4,550
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.
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TEENS CAMP

3-WEEK ACTING FOR FILM
3-WEEK
ACTING FOR FILM CAMP
Locations Available:
New York City
Los Angeles
South Beach, Miami
Harvard University
Walt Disney World® Resort
Florence, Italy
Paris, France
Gold Coast, Australia
Tuition: $3,410
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

Did You Know?
This camp is also available in January
at our Los Angeles campus to
accommodate all holiday schedules!

The New York Film Academy’s

Campers split their time between in-class lectures,

Camp Curriculum:

3-Week Acting for Film Camp for

instructor-supervised workshops, and auditioning

teens offers young aspiring actors

for and acting in other students’ films. A number

• Acting for Film

the one-of-a-kind opportunity to

of special topics like Shakespeare, stage combat,

study the craft of acting in exciting

and dialects add variety. Classes and workshops

settings around the world. Held

are structured to challenge campers to create and

• Film Craft

during the summer, this three-week

control a character amidst the many demands

• Monologues

acting camp fits perfectly into most

of a film set. Techniques including Stanislavski’s

• Voice and Movement

campers’ schedules,

• Scene Study

providing

System, the Method, and the Meisner technique are

• Improvisation

the perfect option to learn the skills

explored, and campers perform exercises, scenes,

and techniques to act for film.

and monologues for the camera.

• Audition Technique

Upon the successful completion of the 3-Week
Acting for Film Camp, campers earn a New York
Film Academy certificate and a copy of their work.
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• Acting Technique

TEENS CAMP

1-WEEK ACTING FOR FILM
Our 1-Week Acting for Film Camp for teens was designed by our faculty
of professional actors to immerse students in the specific craft of acting
for film. Through in-class instruction and filmed workshops, students
receive a strong introduction to the craft of screen acting. Digital
video cameras are used during classes to provide students with real
experience performing under on-set pressures.

1-WEEK
ACTING FOR FILM CAMP
Locations Available:

Held over the summer at many enticing locations around the world,

New York City

this camp teaches essential acting techniques and puts them into

Los Angeles

practice through filmed scene and monologues. Many of our one-

South Beach, Miami

week students get “bitten by the acting bug” during our camp and

Harvard University

decide to continue their studies in our longer acting camps and
beyond. For many, our 1-Week Acting for Film camp is the beginning
of a lifelong passion.
Upon successfully completing camp, students receive a New York
Film Academy certificate and a copy of their work.

Camp Curriculum:
• Acting for Film
• Acting Technique

Walt Disney World® Resort
Florence, Italy
Paris, France
Gold Coast, Australia
Tuition: $1,140
Tuition for Walt Disney World®
Resort: $1,630
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

• Scene Study
• Monologues
• Voice and Movement
• Improvisation
• Casting Workshops

Did You Know?
This camp is also available in January
at our Los Angeles campus to
accommodate all holiday schedules!
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TEENS CAMP

6-WEEK ACTING FOR FILM II
Prerequisite: 3 or 4-Week Acting for Film Camp

Learn the Craft of Acting for Film
In the 6-Week Acting for Film II Camp, students take the
next step in developing their craft as actors through
more in-depth courses and hands-on experience. This
camp is designed specifically for campers who have
completed our three or four-week acting camp and
want to continue their intensive training in front of the
camera. In addition to shooting scenes for class, 6-Week

Camp Curriculum:
• Acting for Film II
• Scene Study II

Acting for Film II campers can audition for roles in student

• Monologues

films to acquire experience acting on a film set.

• Voice and Movement
• Improvisation

Naturally, there will be a final screening for friends and
family to showcase student work created during the
camp. Upon the successful completion of the 6-Week
Acting for Film II Camp, students will receive a New York
Film Academy certificate and a copy of their work.
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• Audition Technique II
• Acting for TV
• Cold Reading

6-WEEK
ACTING FOR FILM II CAMP
Locations Available:
New York City
Los Angeles
Tuition: $6,150
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

TEENS CAMP

4-WEEK ACTING FOR FILM II
Prerequisite: 3 or 4-Week Acting for Film Camp

Gain On-Camera Experience
The 4-Week Acting for Film II Camp challenges driven,
passionate teen actors to build upon their existing abilities
to a more advanced level. This camp is structured to
encourage, challenge and entertain young actors,
providing plenty of time performing in front of the camera.
For campers who want to deepen their on-camera
experience and training, this is an ideal opportunity.
Campers gain experience shooting scenes in class, and
also have the chance to audition for roles in filmmaking
students’ films. In addition to this practical experience,
campers receive training in best practices for nailing an
audition. Rigorous classes are supplemented by a series
of special topics that may include Shakespeare, stage
combat, dialects, and film craft.
At the end of the 4-Week Acting for Film II Camp, there
is a final screening held for friends and family to see
students’ hard work. Students complete the camp with
a NYFA certificate and a copy of their work.

Camp Curriculum:
• Acting for Film II
• Scene Study II
• Monologues
• Voice and Movement
• Improvisation
• Audition Technique II
• Acting for TV
• Cold Reading

4-WEEK
ACTING FOR FILM II CAMP
Locations Available:
New York City
Los Angeles
Tuition: $4,550
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.
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TEENS CAMP

3-WEEK ACTING FOR FILM II
Prerequisite: 3 or 4-Week Acting for Film Camp

Our 3-Week Acting for Film II Camp for

Camp Curriculum:

teens is structured to help driven young

• Acting for Film II

actors

further

develop

their

talent

• Scene Study II

and skills, looking to other mediums

• Monologues

such as television to round out their
training. Teens are challenged to fully

• Voice and Movement

commit

• Improvisation

themselves

to

deepening

their craft, whether through filming on

• Audition Technique II

the Universal Studios backlot at our

• Acting for TV

Los Angeles campus or amongst the

• Cold Reading

skyscrapers and landmarks surrounding
our New York City campus.

Short scenes and monologues are filmed
during intensive, hands-on classes, and
campers can gain even more screen time by
auditioning for parts in advanced filmmaking
student films. These films will be shown in final

Locations Available:

screenings for friends and family. Campers

New York City

round out their studies through a series of

Los Angeles

special topics on subjects like Shakespeare,
stage combat, dialects, film craft, and
more. Upon the successful completion of
the 3-Week Acting for Film II Camp, campers
receive a New York Film Academy certificate
and a copy of their work.
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3-WEEK
ACTING FOR FILM II CAMP

Tuition: $3,410
Room and board is additional.
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

TEENS CAMP

2-DAY HOLIDAY
ACTING FOR FILM

In the 2-Day Holiday Acting for Film Camp for teens,
students are immersed in the basics of acting for film,
scene study, and audition technique in an intensive,
hands-on program. Applying the information learned in
class, students rehearse and film their scenes against
the backdrop of Battery Park City in Manhattan or
the Universal Studios backlot in Los Angeles. Students

2-DAY HOLIDAY
ACTING FOR FILM CAMP

receive a copy of their work upon successful completion

Locations Available:

of the camp.
The 2-Day Holiday Acting for Film Camp is designed for
local students or students visiting on holiday or vacation
who seek an introduction to the basic principles of
acting for the camera. The immersive and active

New York City
Los Angeles
Tuition: $365
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

nature of our camp means that even in this short time,
campers will develop new skills and come away with
original work of which they can be proud.
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TEENS CAMP

12-WEEKEND
ACTING FOR FILM
The New York Film Academy is pleased to offer a unique

All students will perform one monologue

opportunity for teens (ages 14-17) to study acting during the

and one scene to be directed and edited

school year in our 12-Weekend Acting for Film Camp, offered

by industry professionals. We also offer an

exclusively at our campuses in New York City and Los Angeles.

advanced acting for film camp where returning
NYFA acting for film campers are challenged

Our 12-Weekend Acting for Film Camp explores the craft

with more difficult emotional content.

of acting for film using Stanislavski’s System and scene
study as starting points. Hands-on classes in acting, voice,
movement, improv and scene study prepare students for
the real-life experience of being on a film or TV set. Video
cameras are used during class to help students develop
the techniques and confidence they need to create
believable performances on-screen.

12-WEEKEND
ACTING FOR FILM CAMP
Locations Available:
New York City
Los Angeles
South Beach, Miami
Tuition: $1,525
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

Hours: 2-6 p.m. in NYC and
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in LA
(12 Consecutive Saturdays)
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TEENS CAMP

12-WEEKEND
ACTING FOR FILM II
Prerequisite: 12-Weekend, 1, 3, or 4-Week Acting for Film Camp

For returning NYFA campers, our 12-Weekend
Acting

for

Film

II

camp

deepens

and

strengthens young actors’ training, building
upon their foundation of experience with
a higher level of classes, exercises, and
materials. As a challenge to their flexibility and
versatility, 12-Week Acting for Film II campers
rehearse, workshop, and film two contrasting
monologues and more complex content.
To celebrate successful completion of all our
12-week camps, there is a special screening
of student work for friends and family.
Campers receive a New York Film Academy
certificate and a copy of their work.

12-WEEKEND
ACTING FOR FILM II CAMP
Locations Available:
New York City
Los Angeles
Tuition: $1,525
Please note: curriculum, dates,
and prices subject to change.

Hours: 2-6 p.m. in NYC and
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in LA
(12 Consecutive Saturdays)
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